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We donʼt always think of food labels as
art but the current Friends of the Library
(FOL) exhibit in the community room of
our library will give you a different view.
It s̓ a traveling exhibit of labels used to
identify various producers of citrus
products in Florida. The exhibit contains
framed labels and examples of citrus
crates and the cardboard boxes that
replaced them. There is an explanatory
photo on the history and usage of the
labels.

Before the labels appeared, produce was simply crated up and shipped.
Labels helped differentiate producers. They were placed on the ends of the
crates and are roughly 9 inches square in design. The labels depicted
Florida animals, flowers, landscapes, people, landmarks, produce, and
occasionally relatives. Labels were in use until the 1960s. Most of the citrus
shipments after that time were concentrates rather than whole fruit so
crates were unnecessary.

Seeing the exhibit reminded me that I have a cookbook that featured citrus
and non-citrus crate labels. The Junior League of Orlando published the
cookbook in 1999. The first page of each section (appetizers, desserts,
etc.) has a label and some information on the producer. One of the sections
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Bartrum Garden Club members
arrange  citrus in artful groups.

shows a label for celery, indicating that the labels were used on non-citrus
produce as well.

The exhibits are complemented by plant
arrangements from the Bartram Garden Club. These
arrangements feature citrus in artful groupings with
flowers and other objects. Bartram is a local garden
club started in 2016 and affiliated with the Florida
Federation of Garden Clubs. The club s̓ mission is to
promote the love of gardening and the appreciation
of floral design. In the latter, they succeeded
admirably as their contribution to the citrus label
exhibit demonstrates.

Related Story:  Bosque Bello Union Soldiers' Graves - A disgrace . . .

To find out more about the labels and their history, you can visit
www.floridamemory.com. This site contains photos and other memorabilia
of Florida through the years. If you enter “citrus labels” in the Search box,
you will see photos of the various labels used by Florida growers. None of
these appear to be duplicates of the FOL exhibit. The Florida Memory site
points at the Florida Museum of History, which has two traveling exhibits of
citrus labels. One of these is the exhibit at our library.

The exhibit at the library is open on Wednesdays and Saturdays, from 2 to 4
pm. It will be there until the end of the year.
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Citrus designers Bev Williams, Kathleen Lunman and Sue Lord,  in the photo below.




